Multiple Hypercementosis: Report of a Rare Presentation
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Abstract

Hypercementosis was first described by Gardner and Goldstein in 1931 as an excessive growth of tooth cementum. Radiographically, this condition is seen as a deposition of radicular cementum which can involve a single or several teeth (1).

In a study on 22000 patients carried out by Warrier and Vinayachandran (2) hypercementosis was detected in 1.7% of cases. Mandible (mostly premolar and molar regions) was more affected than maxilla and most of the lesions were unilateral; however, bilateral involvement was not uncommon.

The main etiologic factor for hypercementosis is not clear. In most cases, it is presented as an idiopathic or age-related phenomenon (1, 3). Furthermore, local factors such as trauma, inflammation and changes in masticatory function have been suggested to be risk factors for hypercementosis (2, 3).

Generalized or multiple hypercementosis is not very common and systemic or hereditary disorders are likely to be etiological factors. The relationship between hypercementosis and Paget’s disease, hyperthyroidism, rheumatic fever, rheumatoid arthritis, acromegaly, calcinosis and vitamin A deficiency has been documented in previous studies (2).

In contrast, Napier Sousa et al. (3) and Basdra et al. (4) reported multiple hypercementosis in patients with no history of systemic or hereditary problems. Radiographically, hypercementosis is presented as an excessive buildup of cementum around all or part of a root (1). The outline is usually smooth but in some cases, it can be irregular. Continuity of the lamina dura and PDL space is observed around the lesion (1-3).

Hypercementosis most commonly appears with no clinical signs or symptoms and needs no treatment (2). However, in accompanying conditions such as a periapical inflammatory lesion, treatment may be...
necessary. Surgical excision is also indicated in unusual cases (2).

The aim of this paper was to report a case of multiple hypercementosis, affecting the right maxillary second premolar and molar teeth in a 57-year-old female. In this case, a rare form of hypercementosis is presented both in terms of number (multiple vs. solitary) and location (maxilla vs. mandible).

**Case Report**

A 57-year-old female patient was referred to the Department of Oral Medicine, Dental School, Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran; with chief complaint of tooth pain in the left upper quadrant. The patient did not have any medical problems or history of medication. Oral examination showed missing of the maxillary and mandibular teeth #13, #14, #27, #28, #34, #35, #36, #37, #38, #44, #45, #46, #47, #48 and she was not wearing partial denture in mandibular edentulous region. No intra oral swelling or expansion was present, except for #12 and #24. Her remaining teeth were free of caries. The periapical and orthopantomograph radiographs showed an interesting appearance of the roots of the maxillary right second premolar and molars with gross thickening and blunting of roots as a result of a fairly symmetrical deposition of a radiopaque material on their surfaces (Fig 1). The thickening of the root was surrounded by a radiolucent periodontal ligament space with an adjacent intact lamina dura (Fig 2). Her right maxillary teeth were free of caries and dental restorations and electric pulp test revealed that all of them had vital pulp. All of the remaining teeth had a positive response to pulp testing except for the left maxillary second premolar which had deep caries. In all, clinical and radiologic signs were consistent with hypercementosis. To rule out the presence of systemic disorders, serial estimation of alkaline phosphatase, $T_3$, $T_4$, TSH (thyroid stimulating hormone), RF (rheumatoid factor) and ANA (antinuclear antibody) levels were investigated which were all normal. Since the patient did not have any signs or symptoms of hypercementosis in the affected sites, no treatment was carried out; however, the patient was informed about the lesion and its characteristics.

**Discussion**

Excessive cementum deposition occurs in a wide range of neoplastic and non-neoplastic conditions such as benign cementoblastoma, cementifying fibroma, periapical cemental dysplasia, florid cemento-osseous dysplasia, hypercementosis and other benign fibro-osseous lesions of periodontal ligament origin (2).

The presence or absence of lesion continuity with the root cementum and detection of a radiolucent periodontal rim as well as the quantity of mineralization are the most important radiographic indicators for differentiation of peri-radicular radiopaque lesions (5). Moreover, clinical signs and symptoms are important in diagnosis (6).

![Figure 1. Fairly symmetrical deposition of radiopaque material on root surfaces of right maxillary second premolar and molars](image1)

![Figure 2. Thickening of the root surrounded by a radiolucent periodontal membrane space with an adjacent intact lamina dura](image2)
respectively, similar age range with our 57 year old patient and all of them were in consonance with the expected age in the literatures showing that hypercementosis is an age related phenomenon (3). Our reported case was female and corroborating our study, Leider and Garbarino (8), Zhou et al (1), Napier Sousa et al (3) and Zustin and Friedrich (5) reported hypercementosis in female patients; however, Warrier and Vinayachandran (2) reported hypercementosis in a male patient. In the literature, there was no emphasis on sex predilection for hypercementosis (7-9). In this paper, hypercementosis was reported in the posterior maxillary region similar to the area Suter et al (6) had reported in their case. However, most researchers have stated that hypercementosis usually occurs in maxillary and mandibular premolar teeth (8). Our case had multiple hypercementosis similar to the reports by Warrier and Vinayachandran (2) and Suter et al (6). Most researchers agree that the majority of cases of hypercementosis involve only one or two teeth (8). Zhou et al. (1) reported a case of hypercementosis in the right mandibular second premolar and first molar due to chronic periodontitis as an etiologic factor.

Jeddy et al. (9) reported a case of single hypercementosis in a 24-year-old male patient in the right maxillary third molar in form of multiple cemental spikes without any radiographic evidence. In their case, the noted tooth had no antagonist tooth, likewise our patient. In teeth with no antagonist tooth, hypercementosis usually appears at the apical third of the roots with nodular thickening and occurs as an effort to maintain the width of periodontal ligament and to compensate for tooth accelerated eruption (9).

Since our patient had no certain systemic etiologic factors, the mechanism of nodular cementum formation in the posterior right maxillary quadrant in this patient cannot be described in simple terms and therefore assumed to be idiopathic or senile in nature.

**Conclusion**

This phenomenon should be considered in the differential diagnosis of multiple separate radiopaque lesions in maxilla and mandible.
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